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Australian & International Version
NOLAN
BBC version
NOLAN: Australia's Maverick Artist

ABC TX
6th November 2018 @ 2130 pm
Dur: 58'30 PAL 16:9 FHA Stereo
Sidney Nolan is unquestionably one of the
best-known names in the history of Australian art.
His images are iconic, treasures of the
Australian visual language – everyone feels
they know Nolan but that is far from the truth.
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400 Word Synopsis
Sidney Nolan is unquestionably one of the best-known names in
the history of Australian art. His images are iconic, treasures of
the Australian visual language – everyone feels they know Nolan
but that is far from the truth.
He was a restless spirit, an exotic, boundlessly curious, intellectual,
mischievous, his creativity was unrelenting; he was a genius.
This film explores and celebrates the artist and the man, going well
beyond his early years to his extraordinary international career and
all the success and turmoil that came with it.
The prodigious Nolan came from humble working class beginnings.
From a young age he made his way straight to the centre of
contemporary artistic and intellectual circles in Melbourne where
he produced some of his most enduring images and became
tightly enmeshed in the complicated and doomed love affair that
was to stay with him for the rest of his life.
On fire with the excitement of the international modernist movement,
Nolan created the St Kilda paintings, the Wimmera, Ned Kelly and
Central Australia series, passionate responses to the world, the
landscape and the national mythology, but more importantly and
more deeply, windows into the poetic psyche of the man.
Fuelled by insatiable curiosity, Nolan became a tireless traveller,
settling in London where he found ‘his people’, the stellar
intellectual circle of musicians, writers, collectors and connoisseurs
who became his lifelong friends.
While living in London Nolan continued to visit and travel around
Australia because, he said simply, ‘he was Australian’, and then
returned to England to paint what had inspired him there and in
other parts of the world.

He thrived on challenge; he was an entrepreneur and an
unselfconscious self-promoter who threw himself into music,
theatre and opera design. This film captures the true Nolan,
the complicated visionary whose remarkable works are a
testament to his genius.
The film will show Nolan’s unexamined work in new light,
exploring the range of experimental, innovative qualities that
marked him as one of the world’s truly great painters in the
20th century. A man ahead of his time, exploring digital
manipulation in its early incarnations, experimenting with
desiccated carcasses many decades before Damien Hirst,
and taking selfies before Instagram was thought of.
Nolan is far, far more than the Ned Kelly mask. He was an artist
who took Australia to the world, and in turn the world to Australia.

One Liner
Nolan explores the artist and the man, his early years
to his extraordinary international career and all the
success and turmoil that came with it.

THE MAKING
OF NOLAN
Sidney Nolan is unquestionably one of the best-known names in the
history of Australian modern art. His images are iconic, treasures of the
Australian visual language – everyone feels they know Nolan but
that is far from the truth. It was with this in mind that the filmmakers
started on the journey to discover the man behind the mask.
We were incredibly lucky to have the full support of Sid’s family,
trusting that we were going to tell the story of the Sid they knew
and loved; the family man, the relentless creator and, the larrikin.
They welcomed our cameras into their homes and were happy
to tell us funny and touching anecdotal stories of what life was
like with Sid. Jinx Nolan flew to London to revisit her old family
home in Putney where she candidly reminisced about her
mother, Cynthia and their life and travels with Sid.
We interviewed many people who knew Sid both professionally
and socially – collectors, art historians, curators and friends - each
revealing a little bit more about this very private man.
The film features beautiful archive sourced from television
documentaries, radio interviews, theatre productions, family
archive, diaries and lost audio recordings including Orson Welles
reading some of Sid’s Paradise Garden’s poetry. And of course
we showcase many, many of Sid’s incredible artworks.
Without the support of The Sidney Nolan Trust and the assistance
of many public and private Art Galleries and Auction houses
around the world, we would not have been able to showcase
as much of Sid’s artwork as we have.
Sid saw himself as an outsider; he was a mythmaker and a storyteller.
In his own words, he considered himself an Earthling, a global citizen.
It was a revelation to the filmmakers to discover and be able to
showcase relatively unknown artworks such as the Aboriginal
Deaths in Custody series and his spray paintings, which he
produced towards the end of his life.
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Key Biographies
JULIA PETERS – Executive Producer & Producer

SHARYN PRENTICE – Executive Producer & CEO of Flaming Star Films

With over 20 years experience in television, Julia has worked as a
senior level producer on a variety of projects across factual,
factual entertainment, shiny floor, live event and documentary
programming. Julia has worked with some of Australia’s leading
production companies developing, piloting and taking into
production series programming and original formats.

Sharyn has developed and produced award winning
documentaries and edgy half-hours in Australia and
internationally for over 25 years.

Recently, Julia developed and executive produced Becoming
Superhuman, a two part factual series for the ABC that has won
many Awards including the prestigious Eureka Award for Science
in Journalism, the ATOM Award for Best Factual Television Series
and a ROCKIE Award Best Science and Technology series, BANFF
World Media Festival.
Julia created and executive produced Miracle Hospital, a nine part
series for National Geographic Channels broadcast in January 2017
in 171 countries and in early 2018 delivered second series of 7 x 1
hrs. Miracle Hospital was a finalist in the 2017 ATOM Awards.
In 2016, Julia won the inaugural AIDC/ABC factual format
competition for her format The Detention Centre.
From content creation, development to delivery, Julia has worked
as a show-runner on some of Australia’s most loved and highly
acclaimed programming, including the political satire series
BackBerner and Corridors of Power, documentary series Raising the
Curtain, The Gift, Gangs of Oz, Suspects, Do or Die and shiny floor
entertainments including Australia’s Got Talent and Popstars Live.

Most recently Sharyn has executive produced/produced
international co-production feature documentaries After the
Wave (SBS/Discovery UK) and The Cambodian Space Project
(ABC/BBC/DR/SVT).
Other documentaries for television include A Thousand Encores:
The Ballets Russes in Australia (ABC) with The Australian Ballet,
Obsessed with Walking (ABC) about cultural provocateur and
author Will Self, Tasmanian Devil: The Fast and Furious Life of Errol
Flynn (ABC, BBC, ZDF/ARTE, YLE, AVRO etc) and international
co-productions including the feature documentary See What
Happens about legendary American filmmakers DA Pennebaker
and Chris Hegedus (ZDF/ARTE, BBC, YLE etc), Beyond the Royal Veil
(SBS, ZDF ARTE), about two royal families of India, The Wedding Sari
Showdown about an uncomfortable cultural clash at an Indian
wedding, Holy Rollers (SBS) about religious pilgrimage in the Holy
land and Visions of Yankalilla (SBS) about an apparition of the
Virgin Mary on the wall of a tiny country church in South Australia.
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LAVINIA RIACHI – Archive & Line Producer

SALLY AITKEN – Writer & Director

KARRYN de CINQUE – Editor

A lucky encounter 25 years ago with a Personnel Officer in the
BBC Television Centre car park has led to an exciting television
career for Lavinia. Working on a variety of high-end
documentaries and series for the BBC; Modern Times, Living Islam,
The Floating Brothel, Channel 4; Lost, Rush and Channel 5; In the
Wild strand: Julia Roberts Mongolia & Whoopi Goldberg in San
Diego. Lavinia has travelled around the world organising shoots
from America to Zanzibar (and most placed in between).

Sally is an Emmy® nominated director and writer, whose reputation
is bringing complex ideas to life with humour, heart and a fierce
intelligence.

Karryn has been editing steadily since the mid 90’s and her most
recent work includes a 2017 international Emmy award winning
virtual reality film Collisions (dir: Lynette Wallworth), the 2015
AACTA award winning short comedy Nulla Nulla (dir: Dylan River)
and a documentary about the Go-Betweens (dir: Kriv Stenders)
which won the 2017 SPAA award for Best Documentary and has
just embarked on a theatrical release in the UK and Europe thanks
to Moviehouse Entertainment (UK).

Since then Lavinia has been very fortunate to work on a wide
range of productions, from reality and observational to docudramas and archive based documentaries for Australian, British,
American and European broadcasters and production
companies.

At the same time, Sally also wrote and directed a matching 3-part
landmark series, Stories of Australian Cinema, which rated through
the roof for the ABC, over 1.1 million viewers, per episode.

In 2001 Lavinia made the move to Australia and has continued
to work as a producer, line producer and production manager
on a variety of independent documentaries for Screen
Australia, the ABC; Outback House, Ned Kelly, Remembering
Rain, Bodyline and SBS; DNA Nation, After the Wave, First
Contact Series II.
In 2011, Lavinia received an AFI award nomination for the
documentary A Thousand Encores, the Ballet Russes in
Australia and in 2013 was nominated for an AACTA for the
acclaimed John Clarke ABC series, Sporting Nation.

Her award winning body of work includes the 2017 feature
documentary on cinefile David Stratton, A Cinematic Life, selected
for the Cannes Film Festival, also nominated for the Golden
Camera /Camera d’Or, and for best feature documentary at
Australia’s AACTAs.

Other films include a one-off on iconoclastic architect Getting
Frank Gehry (2015, BBC/ABC), a trip through modernism, Streets of
Your Town (2-part series, 2016, ABC) for which Sally picked up both
the Australian Directors Guild and Australian Writers Guild award for
best documentary series in 2016.
Sally is also a Show Runner of multiple international series, and has
recently completed Pacific with Sam Neill; a major 6-part odyssey
retracing Captain Cook’s voyages across the Pacific which she
series produced, wrote and also co-directed with Kriv Stenders, to
air later in 2018.
Sally has collected awards from the Australian Director’s Guild, the
Australian Writers Guild, The Leos (Canadian Oscars), Berlin’s Prix
Europa, The UK’s Royal Television Society, Banff Television Awards
and America’s Cine Golden Eagle.
Passionate about innovative story telling, she holds an MA in
Documentary (with distinction) from Goldsmiths College, London
and is presently directing a film about Sir Sidney Nolan (BBC/ABC),
as well as developing various dramatic and experimental projects.

Karryn has been nominated for 2 AACTA awards, her first was for
Tender a feature documentary about a community trying to set up
their own funeral service (dir: Lynette Wallworth). Tender won the
2014 AACTA and ATOM awards for Best Documentary, and the
Grand Jury Prize at FIFO in 2015.
Karryn’s second nomination was for her first feature drama Girl
Asleep (dir: Rosemary Myers). Girl Asleep was nominated for 7
AACTA awards and won the 2016 CinefestOz prize, The Age critic’s
prize and the 2016 AFCA award for best Australian feature film.

Girl Asleep enjoyed a general release in Australia, the US and
France.
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STEVEN ROBINSON, ASE – Editor

ZAC GRANT – Editor

Steven Robinson ASE is a multi award winning Australian film and
television editor. He has won two AACTA/AFI awards for Best Editing
on the feature documentaries In the Shadow of the Hill (2016) and
Inside the Firestorm (2010) and Best Editing at the Australian Screen
Editors Awards for Choir of Hard Knocks (2007). He is also notable for
his editing on the Kath & Kim comedy series and feature film Kath &
Kimderella (2012). He has been nominated eight times for Best Editing
at the Australian Screen Editors Awards and divides his time between
documentary and drama, features and television.

One of Australia’s top documentary film editors, Zac has worked
on high quality films and factual television series for over 13
years. After 7 years working in London, predominately for the
BBC, a series of sub-par summers brought Zac back to his native
Australia in 2012. Since then he has quickly developed a
reputation here as a dynamic and innovative storyteller. Some
of his recent projects include War on Waste, You See Monsters
and feature length documentary Westwind: Djalu’s Legacy
screened at the Melbourne International Film Festival, 2017.
He is a passionate editor and prides himself on looking outside
the square to help films pop off the screen and engage as wide
an audience as possible.

Some of his significant credits include Putuparri and the Rainmakers
(feature documentary) Winner First Prize Cinefest Oz 2015, In the
Shadow of the Hill Winner Best Australian Documentary Sydney Film
Festival 2016 (feature documentary), First Contact (factual series)
Winner Most Outstanding Factual Program Logies 2015, M.D.A. (drama
series) winner Best Drama Series AFI Awards 2003 It’s a Date (comedy
series), Dirty Business (Documentary series SBS), DNA Nation
(Documentary series SBS) The Ball Nominated Best Documentary AFI
Awards 2012 , Frank & Jerry (comedy feature), Choir of Hard Knocks
(factual series) Winner Most Outstanding Factual Program Logies 2007
Gallipoli from Above (doco-drama)”, Bed of Roses Series 2 & 3 (drama
series), The Trial also co-writer (documentary), Monash the Forgotten
Anzac (doco-drama), Menzies & Churchill at War (doco-drama) Kath
& Kim Series 1-4 (AFI winner), Eye of the Storm: Monsoon (Winner
Chicago International Television Festival), Charles Bean’s Great War
(doco-drama) Outback House (documentary series) Something in the
Air (Winner Best Episode in a Drama Series) Silver Sun (children’s drama
series) Bushfire Summer (documentary) Dusty: Little By Little also
Associate Producer (documentary series) The Art of Bill Henson
(documentary), Whatever Happened to that Guy? (comedy series).
Steven has been on the pre selection panels for the Melbourne
Film Festival and AACTA and ATOM awards.
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SIMON MORRIS – Director of Photography

ROGER CHAPMAN – Director of Photography

Some recent highlights of Simons career include a ‘Best
Cinematography in a Documentary’ AACTA nomination in
2017 for Deep Water: The Real Story and a double nomination
in 2016 for Changing Minds and DNA Nation.

As a Director of Photography Roger has worked on many
award winning documentaries, dramas and commercials.
His work as cinematographer for the BBC, Channel 4, National
Geographic and the Discovery Channel has included films on
diverse subjects from the Buddhist Kung Fu Monks of the Shaolin
Temple, to war-torn Bosnia, the Great Rift Valley of Africa, drug
gangs in Rio de Janeiro, the sacred Ganges river in India and
the secretive world of the Geisha in Kyoto.

The feature documentary Deep Water: The Real Story (SBS &
Blackfella Films), uncovered the homophobic bloodshed and
violence, which took place on Sydney’s idyllic coastline in the
1970s and 80s. It was widely critically acclaimed as “one of the
best true crime documentaries ever made”. Simon also
received a Silver Australian Cinematographer Society Award for
Deep Water in 2017.

Changing Minds (ABC & Northern Pictures) took place in the
mental health units of Liverpool and Campelltown hospitals. It
told the heart warming, harrowing and touching stories of the
patients and doctors. This was the first time cameras had been
permitted to do so in Australia.
The three part SBS Documentary series DNA Nation (SBS &
Blackfella Films) travelled across 14 countries telling the ancient
story of the great human migration using genetic DNA evidence.
Other notable productions include HAWKE: The Larrikin & The
Leader, which aired on ABC in 2018. Simon also worked on the
feature documentary Tender, which screened on the ABC and at
many festivals including Sydney, Adelaide, New York and London
BFI, all receiving rave reviews.

Roger has received awards from the Royal Television Society for
Photography, the Guild of Television Cameraman Award of
Excellence and has been nominated twice for BAFTA Factual
Photography Craft awards.
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JAN SKUBISZEWSKI – Composer

CEZARY SKUBISZEWSKI – Music Consultant

Jan is defined by his unique ability to transform a promising
concept into a hit song or record – a feat he has achieved
repeatedly, across genres and generations. He’s equally adept
at composing and recording music for film and television
having a raft of award-winning projects under his belt including
Red Dog, Two Hands, Bran Nue Dae and Serangoon Road

Cezary Skubiszewski is an Australian film and TV composer
whose work has claimed numerous awards.

Jan’s musical education began early under the guidance of his
father, acclaimed film and TV composer Cezary Skubiszewski.
He then worked as a sound engineer and producer at the
iconic Sing Sing Studio in Richmond, which hosted the likes of
Kanye West, Cat Power and Nick Cave.
Since those days, Jan has had runaway successes in genres
ranging from hip hop to roots and rock n roll, and has produced
ARIA-award winning records with Australian icons and helped
emerging artists hit the big time (ILLY). His work as a record
producer and composer for film and television has won critical
acclaim and a raft of awards and nominations at ARIA, APRA,
AIR, Film Critics Circle of Australia, Screen Music Awards, National
Indigenous Music Awards and many more, as well as production
credits on several gold and platinum records.
Since opening Red Moon Studios in June 2017, Jan has been
flat out making music with Aussie Icons such as John Butler, Dan
Sultan, AB Original, Gang of Youths, Meg Mac and many more,
as well as composing the score for the Showcase TV series,
Picnic at Hanging Rock with his dad Cezary.

Cezary’s first film score was for Lilian’s Story (1996), directed by
fellow Pole Jerzy Domaradzki and staring Toni Collette. This was
followed by Bootmen (2000) and La Spagnola (2001), for which
he collected Best Original Music awards from the Australian Film
Institute. His other early works include Black & White (2002), The
Brush Off (2004), The Book of Revelation and Blessed.
His work on the 1999 film Two Hands saw Cezary collect the Best
Film Score Award from APRA at the annual Screen Music awards.
This was followed in later years by the mini-series After the Deluge
(2003) starring Hugo Weaving and Rachel Griffiths, and Death
Defying Acts (2007) for which he also received Best Film Score
Awards. He then went on to compose scores for The Book of
Revelation (2006) and Blessed (2009).
His latest work composing for Night (2008) Bran Nue Dae (2009),
Red Dog (2011) and The Sapphires (2012) – which received
critical acclaim at an international level, have seen him win
awards from Inside Film and the Film Critics Circle of Australia.
In last few years Cezary composed music for Serrangoon Road
(2013 APRA AWARD), The Broken Shore (2014) (APRA AWARD)
Parer’s War (2014), Jeziorak (2014 Polish Film Festival Best Music
Award) Turkey Shoot (2014), Women H'e Undressed (2015) ,
Karbala (2015) Oddball (2015)
Red Dog- True Blue (2016) and USA film Tiger (2016). In 2017
Cezary Received ACCTA Award for Best Music in a documentary
for his score to Monsieur Mayonnaise.
Cezary just finished scoring TV mini-series Picnic At Hanging Rock.
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AMELDA LANGSLOW
Amelda is the only daughter of Sidney Nolan and
Elizabeth Paterson, Sidney's first wife.
Estranged from her father until she turned 21, Sid and
Amelda had the opportunity to rekindle their relationship
and remained very close until his death in 1992.
Amelda is a lawyer who has specialized for many
years in health law education in midwifery, neonatal
nursing, operating room, acute and aged care.

MICHAEL LANGSLOW
Michael is a painter and the eldest of Sid’s four
grandchildren.

JOCK LANGSLOW
Jock is the second eldest of Sid’s grandchildren,
a stone carver spent time working on his
grandfather's farm in Wales.

ELIZABETH LANGSLOW
Elizabeth is Sid’s only granddaughter and is a
filmmaker and photographer who specialises in
documentary and multimedia projects for
community development and education. She has a
Bachelor of Arts in History (Universityof Melbourne) and
a Masters of Social Science in International
Development (RMIT). Elizabeth’s research interests
include the uses of digital media as anagent for
creative expression, literacy, advocacy and
participation in debates around development.

In recent years Elizabeth has worked across a range
of projects including her as content producer at
Health Law Education and as a filmmaker on an
online linguistics project for funded through The
Australian Research Council and as a film producer
for University of Technology Sydney.
Elizabeth has 5 years experience as a facilitator in
Australia’s premiere digital story telling program at
The Australian Centre for the Moving Image (ACMI),
on community media projects such as for The
Australian Red Cross in Arnhem Land, for the Justice
and Reconciliation Project in Northern Uganda
and as a multimedia consultant for The Globalism
Research Institute at RMIT University, Melbourne.
Elizabeth was awarded the inaugural Desmond
Tutu Fellowship in Amman Jordan by the Global
Reconciliation Organisation for her work in new
media and community development. She lives in
country Victoria with her husband and 3 sons.

JINX NOLAN
Mosca Gai Jinx Margaret Ellery Hansen or ‘Jinx’ for
short is an established artist in her own right.
Jinx is Cynthia Nolan’s only daughter. Sid formally
adopted Jinx in 1949 after he and Cynthia married.
Jinx travelled with Cynthia and Sidney on their seminal
trip through Central Australia in 1949. The family
moved to London in 1955. Jinx lives in America.

JULIAN AGNEW
Julian read History of Art at Trinity College, Cambridge
and then joined the 195 year old family business,
Thomas Agnew & Sons, the legendary London fine
art dealers. Over the years, Agnew’s have been
instrumental in placing many masterpieces in major
museums collections in Europe, America, and in
emerging global markets, as well as exhibiting and
selling contemporary artists' works.
In 1991, Julian became Agnew & Sons sixth
generation chairman. Under his directorship,
Agnew’s hosted an exhibition of Sid’s Chinese Spray
works. Julian is a Trustee and previous Chairman of
the Friends of the Courtauld Institute of Art and is
also a Trustee of the Geoffrey and Julian Agnew
Trust, which works to support the arts and artistic
institutions, including the Fitzwilliam Museum in
Cambridge and the National Gallery.

JANINE BURKE
Janine Burke is an Australian art historian,
biographer, novelist and freelance curator.
After graduating from the University of Melbourne in
1974, Janine curated "Australian Women Artists:
1840-1940" and, the following year, co-founded the
Victorian Women's Art Movement and LIP, a feminist
arts journal. From 1977-1982, Janine lectured in art
history at the Victorian College of the Arts. She
resigned to explore a long cherished ambition to
write fulltime and spent the next years living in Italy

and France. During that time, she was writing fiction
and in 1987, she won the Victorian Premier's Award
for fiction for her novel Second Sight. Her next novel,
Company of Images was shortlisted for The Age
Book of the Year award and the Miles Franklin Award.
While a trustee of Heide Museum of Modern Art
(1996-2005), she curated exhibitions about the Heide
modernist circle and wrote books including Australian
Gothic: A Life of Albert Tucker (shortlisted for the 2002
Queensland Premier's Literary Award), Joy Hester and
The Heart Garden: Sunday Reed and Heide.
Janine has been the recipient of residencies and
grants including an Australia Council for the Arts
Established Writers Grant (2014). Janine is Honorary
Senior Fellow, Victorian College of the Arts, University
of Melbourne.

EDMUND CAPON
Edmund obtained a Master of Philosophy degree
in Chinese art and archaeology (including
language) from London University's School of
Oriental and African Studies, and also studied 20th
century painting at the Courtauld Institute of Art,
London University.
At the age of 38, Edmund left London to take up an
appointment as Director and Chief Curator of the
Art Gallery of New South Wales (AGNSW), on the
recommendation of the Premier of New South Wales,
Neville Wran. During his tenure as Director, Edmund
has published several books and catalogues as well
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Key Contributors
as many articles for Australian and international
newspapers and professional art journals.
Edmund knew Mary and Sidney Nolan professionally
and socially, accompanying Sidney on one of his
many trips to China.
In August 2011, Edmund announced his retirement.
During his 33 years as Director of the Art Gallery of
NSW, Edmund helped it to "become one of Sydney's
most loved cultural institutions".

JANE CLARK
Jane Clark has a long established career in Arts. Jane
was curator of Major Special Exhibitions and of
Australian at the National Gallery of Victoria before
becoming Deputy Chairman of Sotheby’s in Australia.
Since 2007, Jane has been the Senior Research
Curator at MONA, the Museum of Old and New Art in
Hobart, Australia’s largest private museum.
After completing her Bachelor of Arts with Honours at
the University of Melbourne, Jane continued her love
of learning and passion in Art. She studied in both
London, at the Courtauld Institute of Art, and New
York after receiving post-graduate awards and
fellowships.
Jane has curated and co-curated many exhibitions
including The Great 18th-Century Exhibition, Sidney
Nolan: Landscapes & Legends, Violet Teague,
Monanism and The Red Queen. She contributes
many chapters and essays to Art publications and

writes articles for journals including Australian Book
Review, Art and Australia, The Burlington
Magazine, and Journal of Arms and Armour.
A regular lecturer, Jane has educated audiences
on Australian and international Art at the National
Gallery of Victoria, University of Melbourne, Art
Gallery of NSW, Art Gallery of South Australia,
National Gallery of Australia, Museums Australia,
Museums Aotearoa (NZ) and the Australian
Decorative and Fine Arts Society

TERRY DANZIGER MILES
In 1960, Terry worked as a Studio Assistant for the
renowned Marlborough Fine Art Gallery in London
where he helped to set up exhibitions for maverick
artists; Francis Bacon, Lucien Freud and Graham
Sutherland. It was here, in 1964 that Terry first
worked with Sidney Nolan. Over the years he
became very close with the Nolan’s, however lost
contact with Sid after Cynthia’s suicide.
Terry is currently the director of the Timothy Taylor
Gallery

MARK FRASER
Mark Fraser is currently a private art advisor and
manages art sales for the estate of Sir Sidney
Nolan’s widow, Mary. Raised in London, he received
his BA (Hons) from Cambridge University; worked for
more than thirty years as an auctioneer with Christie’s,
Sotheby’s (as Managing Director, Australia) and

Bonhams (as Chairman and CEO Australia); was the
Director of MONA, Australia’s largest private museum,
throughout its development and opening; and is on
the boards of the Ian Potter Museum of Art, Melbourne
and the Tasmanian Museum & Art Gallery, Hobart.

SHAUN GLADWELL
Shaun Gladwell is an Australian born, London based
Artist.
Shaun erupted onto the Australian art scene with
the 2000 video work 'Storm Sequence,' a self-portrait
in which the artist is skateboarding in extreme slowmotion as a storm brews over Bondi Beach. He has
since developed an international reputation for his
evocative large-scale video works, photographs
and sculptures - and represented Australia at the
Venice Biennale in 2009.
Shaun’s work spans moving image, painting,
photography, sculpture, installation, performance
and virtual reality. His works are shot in natural and
urban environments and explore the relationship
between landscapes and people.
His work is held in public and private collections
nationally and internationally, including the
Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford, Connecticut;
Museum of Contemporary Art, Tokyo; Progressive Art
Collection, Ohio; National Gallery of Australia,
Canberra; and Art Gallery of New South Wales,
Sydney.

VICTORIA LYNN
Victoria Lynn is the Director of TarraWarra Museum
of Art in Victoria and is the author of three Art books
and over 70 articles and catalogues.
She is the daughter of Australian artist, author and
art critic, Elwyn and Lily Lynn.
Sidney and Cynthia were close family friends of the
Lynn’s. Sid would make a point of meeting up with
Elwyn whenever he was in Europe. Elwyn was a
great champion of Sid's work.

CHRIS McAULIFFE
A graduate of the University of Melbourne and of
Harvard University, Dr McAuliffe has a long
involvement in Australian contemporary art as a
curator, historian and commentator. Dr McAuliffe
has researched and written extensively in the area
of contemporary art, and on the relationship of art
to sport, popular music, suburbia and Australian
culture. He has been a regular presenter on ABC
TV’s ‘Sunday Arts’ and 'Art Nation'.
Chris joined the School of Art at ANU in 2015.
From 2000–2013 he was Director of the Ian Potter
Museum of Art, the University of Melbourne. In 201112, he was the Gough Whitlam and Malcolm Fraser
Visiting Professor of Australian Studies at Harvard
University. Prior to that he was a lecturer in the
Department of Fine Arts at the University of
Melbourne for ten years.
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He has published extensively on Australian art,
including monographs on Linda Marrinon (2007)
and Jon Cattapan (2008). Chris has curated
exhibitions at the Ian Potter Museum of Art and the
Art Gallery of NSW, include America: Painting a
Nation (2013), The Shilo Project (2010) and Jon
Cattapan: The Drowned World (2006). He has served
on gallery and museum boards, including the
Council of the National Gallery of Victoria.

PATRICK McCAUGHEY
Patrick McCaughey was born in Ireland and came
to Australia at the age of ten. He studied Fine Arts
and English at the University of Melbourne and
became an art critic for The Age in 1966.
After a period in New York on a Harkness Fellowship,
he was appointed professor of Visual Arts at Monash
University in 1972 and went on to become Director
of the National Gallery of Victoria in 1981. Patrick left
Australia in 1988 and was successively director of
the Wadsworth Atheneum in Hartford, Connecticut
and the Yale Centre for British Art.
Patrick McCaughey has published widely on
Australian, American and European Art. In 2006, he
edited Bert & Ned: The Correspondence of Albert
Tucker and Sidney Nolan. He writes regularly for the
Times Literary Supplement and Australian Book
Review.
Patrick lives in America.

ELIJAH MOSHINSKY
Born in Shanghai, and raised in Melbourne Australia,
Elijah Moshinsky graduated from the University of
Melbourne and studied history and philosophy at St
Anthony’s College Oxford. Whilst there, he directed
a production of As You Like It for the Oxford and
Cambridge Shakespeare Company, which resulted
in him being offered a position as a staff producer
at the Royal Opera House.
Elijah Moshinsky has developed relationships with
opera houses throughout the world, including, in
particular, the Royal Opera House, London and the
Metropolitan Opera, New York, for whom he has
directed many celebrated productions. His first
major opera production was Peter Grimes for the
Royal Opera House in 1975, and subsequent work
there includes Lohengrin, The Rake’s Progress,
Macbeth, Samson, Tannhäuser, Tristan und Isolde,
Otello, Attila, Stiffelio, Aida, Simon Boccanegra,
and I Masnadieri.
Elijah and Sidney worked together on 3 major
productions; Samson et Dalila for the Royal Opera
House in 1981, Il Trovatore for the Sydney Opera
House in 1983 and Die Entführung aus dem Serail
for the Royal Opera House in 1987. Moshinsky has
directed a large range of theatre and TV productions.

SIMON MUNDY
Simon Mundy is a British broadcaster, poet, novelist,
biographer and Trustee of the Sidney Nolan Trust.

He was also Sidney’s friend and neighbour. In 2017,
Simon wrote a biography on Sid as part of the
Centenary celebrations.
Simon is a chairman of the UK Association of Creative
Professionals and a permanent fellow of Felix Meritis.
He is a writer and advocate for the arts. He has written
over 20 books – poetry, novels and books on music
and cultural politics – and collaborates as a poet with
dancers, musicians and visual artists.
He was a co-founder of Culture Action Europe and
directed the UK’s National Campaign for the Arts. He
has worked as a cultural policy adviser for UNESCO,
the Council of Europe and the Conflict, Security and
Development Group at King’s College London.

STUART PURVES
Australian Galleries was established in Melbourne by
Stuart’s parents, Tam and Anne Purves in June 1956.
Together their vision and driving force resulted in the
development of what was then, an extraordinary
idea: a commercial Melbourne based gallery
showing culturally important, post-war Australian
artists. Artists who, at the time, had nowhere to
seriously show and sell their work. The first painters to
exhibit at Australian Galleries included artists who
went on to become some of Australia’s greatest,
such as Arthur Boyd, Sidney Nolan, Albert Tucker and
John Perceval. Anne and Tam pioneered the

professional exhibiting and marketing of
contemporary art in Australia.
Stuart, the youngest of three children, joined his
parents in the gallery in 1966 and is now director of
one of the oldest thriving commercial galleries in
Australia. Stuart worked closely with Sidney Nolan,
arranging several of his exhibitions in Australia. He
has bought and sold many Nolan’s over the years.
With over fifty years of active involvement in the visual
arts, and as one of Australia’s few second-generation
art dealers, Stuart is regularly consulted by the visual
arts industry for his knowledge and expertise.

DAMIAN SMITH
Damian Smith is a curator and art critic with more
than 20 years experience in the field of
contemporary art. He is the director of Words For Art,
an international curatorial consultancy that services a
broad cross section of the arts community including;
artists, collectors, journals, auction houses, private
galleries, public museums & institutions.
From 1996 - 1999, Damian was brought on by Mary
Nolan to help archive the Nolan Estate papers and works.
Damian has curated several Nolan shows including
the Drought exhibition in 2011 and Unmasked:
Sidney Nolan and Ned Kelly 1950 – 1990 for the
Heide Museum of Modern Art in 2006.
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Key Contributors
GEOFFREY SMITH
Geoffrey studied Fine Arts at The University of
Melbourne and graduated with Honours. Prior to
graduation, he commenced employment at the
National Gallery of Victoria and became the youngest
Curator in an Australian art museum.
During his tenure at the NGV from 1990-2006, Geoffrey
curated numerous outstanding and highly successful
exhibitions of Australian art that toured nationally and
attracted record attendances. These included Sidney
Nolan: Desert & Drought in 2003, which celebrated
Nolan’s unique series of inland subjects that redefined
landscape painting in Australia.
Geoffrey has written books on Arthur Streeton, Russell
Drysdale, James Gleeson, Charles Blackman and
Sidney Nolan and is considered a world authority on
many Australian artists.

remarkable and female writers of the early twentieth
century. Isak Dinesen best-known as the author of
the 1937 memoir Out of Africa and the French
novelist, Sidonie-Gabrielle Colette.
Thurman has written dozens of essays about artists
and writers who share an extraordinary capacity for
self-invention. As a staff writer at the New Yorker
since 2000, her subjects have included American
poets Emily Dickinson and Edna St. Vincent Millay,
French writers Gustave Flaubert and André Malraux,
Serbian performance artist Marina Abramovic, and
the Italian hoax-artist Tommaso Debenedetti.
Thurman’s honours include the National Book Award
for Isak Dinesen, which has been translated into 12
languages and served as the basis for the Sydney
Pollack film Out of Africa. Her biography of Colette
won the Los Angeles Times Book Award for
biography and the Salon Book Award for biography.

In 2009 Geoffrey jointly acquired Sotheby’s Australia
and became Chairman in 2010.

ANDREW TURLEY

JUDITH THURMAN

Andrew is a Sydney based Nolan collector,
researcher and writer.

As a young 20 year old American travelling in Europe,
Judith moved to England to write poetry, it was here,
through mutual friends, that she first met Cynthia
Nolan. In exchange for a year’s free accommodation
in Putney, Judith worked as a cook for the Nolan’s.

His book on the Adelaide Ladies series called A Day
by Day Guide to the Adelaide Ladies, gives both a
complete, illustrated record of all 59 works in the
series as well as an excellent insight into Nolan’s
working process.

Judith Thurman, returned to New York and became
a world class biographer of two of the most

An unexpected purchase of a couple of works from
Sid’s Africa series ignited an interest in Andrew to travel

to Africa. Using Cynthia’s travelogue One Traveller’s
Africa as a reference Andrew retraced the Nolan’s
1962 Africa expedition from Uganda to Ethiopia.

NICHOLAS USHERWOOD
Trained at the Courtauld Institute of Art, Nicholas
Usherwood is an English curator, art critic and writer
specialising on twentieth century and contemporary
art and culture.
He has written about artists, Julian Trevelyan and Sir
Sidney Nolan and for many publications including
The Times, The Sunday Times, The Daily Telegraph
and Arts Review, and is currently Features Editor of
Galleries Magazine.
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Financed with the Assistance of
Moran Arts Foundation Philanthropic Grant
The Margaret Olley Art Trust
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